
Constructional Project

LOFT
GUARD
TERRY de VAUX-BALBIRNIE
Has the light been /eft switched on?

HI'M., a permanently -wired mains
light in the roof space is handy.
especially if you keep a lot of useful

material up there. Unfonunately. it is all too
easy to leave it switched on as any user will
testify.

Once the hatch is closed, there is no
external sign that the light is on. It could
then remain like that until the next visit -
possibly several weeks or even months
later. In the meantime, a significant amount
of electricity would have been wasted.

SELF-CONTAINED
The Loft Guard is built as a small, bat-

ten -powered unit which is left in some
suitable position inside the loft. It protects
against leaving the light switched on by
sounding a loud warning after S minutes or
other preset time. This can be heard
through the ceiling es en with the loft hatch
closed and alerts the next person passing by
underneath it.

In the prototype model. the specified
operating time was found to be sufficient. If
you happen to be working fora long time in
the loft, a Reset pushbutton switch on top
of the unit may be operated every so often
to reset the circuit and hold the sounder oft'
for a further set time interval. This switch
may also be used after it has begun to
sound to stop it.

If you habitually spend long periods up
there, it would be possible to increase the
operating time and details for doing this arc
given later. Similarly, you could shorten it
if required.

CHECKOUT
Before beginning construction work.

check that the loft space is reasonably
dark when the light is switched off. Make
sure you will he able to site the unit
where light from the lamp will reach it
and. at the same time. above some place
where the sound will readily attract atten-
tion - for example. near the top of the
stairs.

Of course. the unit could he used in other
similar situations. For example. to guard
against a cupboard light being left switched
on inadvertently. You could even site the
buzzer remotely if required.

The standby current requirement of the
prototype unit is less than 101 ft( A. Using
the specified 9V battery pack, consisting of
six AA alkaline cells, a life of at least one
year may be expected.

However, this will depend on how many
times and for how long the boner sounds.
While actually operating. the current rises
to some 10mA. You could use a PP3 batten'
but the life would be correspondingly
shorter.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The Lott Guard circuit works hs sensing

the change in illumination as the loft light
is operated. Switching it on triggers a timer
which holds the sounder off for the preset
delay period. If the light is switched off
during that time, the circuit will automati-
cally reset ready for the next time.

The complete circuit diagram for the
Lott Guard is shown in Fig.l. It will be
seen that operation depends on the action
of two integrated circuits. The first of these.
ICI. is an operational amplifier top.amp)
responsible for the light -sensing aspect
while the other. IC2. carries out the timing.

Looking at ICI first. the inserting input
i pin 21 is maintained at one-half 01 supply
voltage (nominally 4-5V) due to the poten-
tial divider action of equal -value resistors
RI and R2. The non-insening input i pin 3)
has a voltage applied to it dependent on the
values of the resistors in another potential
divider.

In this case. its top arm consists of preset
potentiometer. VR I. connected in series
with fixed resistor R3 and the lower one,
Tight -dependent resistor il.d.r.i R4.

As the illumination of the l.d.r. sensitise
"window" is reduced, the resistance of the
device increases. In total darkness the spec-
ified I.d.r. will hasc a resistance in excess
of 5Mi2. Even w hen there is a small
amount of light. it will exceed IMO.

In tests on the prototype in the author's
loft. the "light- resistance was found to be

Fig.1 . Complete circuit diagram for the Loft Guard.
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some 101)kfl. Of course, in any particular
situation this value will depend on the rela-
tive positions of the unit and loft light. plus
also the power rating of the bulb and other
factors. The point is that there is a wide dif-
ference between the I.d.r. "dark" and
"light" resistance.

MORE OR LESS
Suppose preset VR I is set to a value of

300k0. This is added to resistor R3 to give
the resistance of the top arm of the poten-
tial divider - that is, 770 kilohms.

Under standby ("dark") conditions the
resistance of the I.d.r. will exceed this
value. This will result in a voltage greater
than 4.5V appearing across it and hence at
ICI pin 3. When the loft light is on, the
resistance of the I.d.r. will be less than 770
kilohms and the voltage at pin 3 will fall
below 4-5V.

When the voltage at the op.amp non -
inverting input (ICI pin 3) exceeds that at
the inverting one (that is, under "dark" con-
ditions), the op.amp output, pin 6, will be
high. Whcn it is less ("light" conditions), it
will be low. At the end of construction, pre-
set VR I will be adjusted so that this hap-
pens under the actual conditions prevailing
in the loft.

Note that both op.amp inverting and non -
inverting voltages arc derived from poten-
tial dividers connected across the power
supply. As the battery ages and the avail-
able voltage falls, the relative state of the
inputs will remain unchanged. The circuit
will therefore still work correctly. Of
course, the battery' pack will eventually
develop insufficient terminal voltage to
operate the buzzer satisfactorily and it will
then need to be replaced.

Now look at IC2. This is an i.e. timer
configured as a monostablc. It may be acti-
vated by a low puke applied to the trigger
input (pin 2) - while high there is no effect.

Once triggered, the output (pin 3) goes
high and remains like that until the circuit
limes out. The operating period depends on
the value of capacitor(s) C3 and resistor.
R7. The higher the value of either or both
of these components. the greater the timing
will be in proportion.

HIGH VALUES
Resistor R7 has a very high resistance

MO meg.) and the specified component
may not be available to all readers. It could
be made up from lower values connected in
series and more will be said about this later.

Capacitor C3 will probably consist of
two separate components connected in par-
allel (as shown in the Fig.1.1 to provide the
required capacitance. The suggested value
(2.2/F) will give a combined effect of
4-4,ruF.

Of course, you could use a single 4-7,(F.
two 4.7pF or even one or two ilk& capac-
itors providing they were small enough to
fit the circuit board layout. Such an
arrangement would give a correspondingly
longer time period.

Using the values shown in the circuit
diagram. the timing will be about 8 min-
utes. It could be reduced by using a single
capacitor having a lower value if required.

When the I.d.r. is dark - that is, under
standby conditions, the op.amp output at
pin 6 will be high and there will be no
effect on IC2. However, when the output

goes low (i.e. when the light is switched
on), a low pulse is transferred, via capacitor
CI. to IC2 trigger input (pin 2). The mono -
stable then begins a timing cycle.

The purpose of capacitor CI is to allow
only a short pulse to pass. This is because if
1C2 pin 2 was maintained in a low state
continuously, the monostable would never
time out since it would remain triggered.
While on standby, resistor R5 maintains the
trigger input in a high condition and this
prevents possible false operation.

KEEP IT UP
The reset pin of IC2 (pin 4) needs to be

kept high to enable operation of the mono -
stable and this is the purpose of resistor R6.
However, to allow the circuit to settle down
when switched on and to prevent possible
false triggering, it is held low for a short
time using capacitor C2.

During this time the monostable is dis-
abled and nothing can happen. The capaci-
tor soon charges through resistor R6 and
allows pin 4 to go high.

Pushbutton (Reset) switch SI may be
operated momentarily at any time to begin
a new timing cycle and so hold the warning
buzzer off. This works by taking the trigger
input low for an instant.

While 1C2 output is high i that is, during
the course of timing), the base (b) of
Darlington transistor TR I will also be
made high (close to positive supply volt-
age) via resistor R9 and diode D2. Under
standby conditions, the I.d.r. R4 will be in
near -darkness and ICI pin 6 will be high.
This also provides a high state at TRI base
through resistor R8 and diode DI.

Since TR I is a pnp transistor rather than
the more usual npn type, such a high state
will maintain the base at near emitter volt-
age and so hold it off. No current will flow
in the collector circuit and buzzer. WDI,
will remain silent.

Suppose some light reaches the I.d.r. R4.
1C2 will be triggered and a timing cycle
will begin. Op.amp ICI pin 6 will go low
but this will have no effect on transistor
TR I because this state is blocked by diode
DI which is now reverse -biased. However,
TR I base will be kept high by the high con-
dition of 1C2 pin 3 and the buzzer will
remain off.

When the monostable has timed out. IC2
pin 3 will go low and this state will be
blocked by diode D2. Assuming light is
still falling on the I.d.r., TRI base will no
longer be made high by either path R8/Dl
or R9/D2. This allows it to go low via resis-
tor RIO and the device is turned on

COMPONENTS

Resistors
RI, R2 TOM

R3, R8. R9 470k (3 off)
R4 ' 'miniature

Ight-
dependent
resistor. 5M()
resistance. (5mm dia
- see text)

R5. R6 IM (2 off)
R7 100M cermet film (or 3 off

33M - see text)
R10 10M (2 off - see text)

A 0.25W 5% carbon film..
except R4 and R7 See

Potentiometer
VR1 IM sub -min TALK

vert.
POP

Capacitors
CI. C2 47n min. metallised

polyester. 5mm pin
spacing (2 on).

C3 2ii2 mm. metallised
polyester. 5mm pin
spacing 1 2 off or as
required - see text)

Test capacitor 100n min. metallised
(see text) polyester. 5mm pin

spacing

Semiconductors
DI. D2 I N4148 signal diode

(2 off).
TR1 MPSA65 pnp Darlingto-

transistor
ICI ICL7611 micropower

op.amp.
IC2 75551PA low -power time.

Miscellaneous
Si miniature pushbutton

switch, push -to -make
ViD1 Audible warning device

103dB output at 1m
minimum. 10mA d.c

 operation maximum
Bi 9V battery pack

(6 x AA cells), with
holder

Printed circuit board available from the
PE PCB Service. code 249; plastic box,
ze 138mm x 76mm x 38mm internal; 8-

d.i.). i.c. socket (2 off): plastic stand-off
-sulators (3 oft): PP3-type battery con-
. e ctor: small fixings: multistrand connect-
-g wire; solder. etc.

Approx. Cost
Guidance Only £19

excl. batteries
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(remember, it is pnp transistor!). Collector
current then flows and the buzzer operates.

The fact that TR I is a Darlington tran-
sistor results in it having an exceptionally
high current gain. Only a very small base
current (a fraction of a microamp) is there-
fore sufficient to operate the buzzer hence
the very high value of resistor RIO.
Remember, the flow of current is in the
opposite sense for a pnp transistor com-
pared with npn.

KEEPING IT DOWN
It is essential that the continuous current

requirement of the circuit is kept very low
to minimise battery drain. This is achieved
by choosing very low power integrated
circuits.

Also, the resistors in the potential divider
chains are made very high. If the loft is rea-
sonably dark under standby conditions, the
resistance of the I.d.r. will also be high and
this reduces still further the current flowing
through the series arrangement of VRI. R3
and R4.

To be effective, the buzzer must be of a
very loud type yet have a current require-
ment of 10mA maximum. The specified
unit (103db at 1m) was found to work very
well.

CONSTRUCTION
The Loft Guard circuit is constructed on

a small printed circuit board (p.c.h.) and the
topside component layout and underside
track master details are shown in Fig. 2.
This board is available from the EPE PCB
Service, code 249. All components are
mounted on this except the battery holder.
buzzer and pushbutton reset switch.

Commence board construction by
drilling the three mounting holes in the
positions indicated. Follow by soldering
the i.c. sockets in position (do not insert the
i.c.s at this stage) then all other components
except capacitor(s) C3, light -dependent
resistor R4. the diodes and transistor. On no
account solder the i.c.s direct to the board
- it would be very easy to damage them.

Note, resistor RIO (2OMQ) consists of
two individual IOMQ units connected in
series using the pads indicated (both posi-
tions are labelled RIO). If the IOOMQ cer-
met film type resistor specified for R7 is
not available, connect three 33MQ resistors
in series instead using the pads provided on
the p.c.h. - the three positions arc
labelled R7.

The photographs show the single spec-
ified resistor being used. This is soldered
directly between the pads connecting IC2
pins 6. 7 and 8 - they arc labelled "x" in
Fig.2. If you can find no other way of
doing it, you can connect ten IOMQ
resistors in series, zig-zag fashion. and
connect the ends of the "chain" to the
"x" pads.

Connect a IOOnF "test- capacitor to
either C3 position. This will provide an
operating period of around ten seconds
which will be more convenient for testing
purposes than the full operating time.

Solder the I.d.r. in position using the full
length of its end leads for the moment. If
the specified miniature type of I.d.r. is not
available the larger ORPI2 type could be
used. However, it would take up more
space and would need a certain amount of
adjustment to its position.
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Fig.2. Printed circuit board component layout and full size copper foil master pattern.
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Components mounted on the completed circuit board. Note that a single cermet film
resistor has been used for R7 (see text).

POLARITIES
Now solder the polarity -sensitive compo-

nents in place. These are the two diodes and
Darlington transistor TR I. When soldering
the diodes note that the cathode 00 end has a
black band. When mounting the transistor.
take care to place it as shown in the pho-
tographs with the flat face to the left.

Solder the battery connector wires to the
p.c.b. If the battery holder has tag connec-
tions instead of being the more usual PP3
type. use short pieces of stranded wire
instead. Connect pieces of light -duty
stranded connecting wire for the' Reset
switch S I and solder the buzzer leads to the
WD1 pads - the red one is the positive lead.

Insert the i.c.s in their holders. with the
correct orientation. These are both CMOS
devices and could possibly be damaged by
static charge which may exist on the body.
To avoid possible problems, touch some-
thing which is earthed (such as a metal
water tap) before unpacking them and han-
dling their pins.

TESTING
Most readers will wish to carry out a

basic test before mounting the circuit board
in its box. This will allow any errors to be
corrected more easily. It would be a good

idea to tape over the hole in the buzzer for
the moment to reduce the sound output
because it is very loud!

Cover the I.d.r. with a piece of black
p.v.c. tape to simulate placing it in darkness
(or be ready to work in darkness). Adjust
preset VRI to approximately mid -track
position and connect the batteries. Keep the
switch wires separated so that the bared
ends cannot touch.

Working on an insulating surface (such
as wood or plastic) to prevent short circuits
at the p.c.b. tracks, place the AA cells in the
holder and connect it up. Peel back some of
the p.v.c. tape to allow some light to reach
the I.d.r. - the buzzer may' give a momen-
tary "chirp" which may be ignored.

After about ten seconds or thereabouts
(remember, the timing has been reduced)
the buzzer should sound. If you re-cover
the 1.d.r.. it should stop immediately..
Similarly, if you touch together the switch
wires, it should stop.

If you have problems making it work,
make sure the I.d.r. window really is cov-
ered to exclude almost all light - sonic
types of black tape are far from opaque. If
necessary, carry out the test in a dark cup-
board. It is not satisfactory to cover the
I.d.r. window with a finger!
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If all is well, disconnect the battery hold-
er and remove the i.c.s, again observing the
anti -static precautions mentioned earlier.
De -solder the buzzer wires and test capaci-
tor C3.

With the required timing in mind. decide
on the value of the capacitor, or capacitors
needed for C3 and solder them in place.
Note that an elecrrolyric capacitor would
not be satisfactory here due to its inherent
high leakage current.

BOXING UP
You are now ready to mount the circuit

board in its box. This must be large enough
to accommodate the p.c.b., battery pack.
buzzer and pushbutton switch. You could
use a more compact case if you used a
smaller type of battery but, remember, this
will give a shorter life.

Arrange the internal components on the
bottom of the box and mark through the
p.c.b. and sounder mounting holes.
Remove everything again and drill these
holes. Drill a further hole rather larger than
that in the centre of the buzzer itself for the
sound to pass through. Note that the buzzer
will be mounted so that the sound is direct-
ed downwards (sec photograph). This will
allow the maximum amount of sound to
pass through the ceiling.

Mount 11w p.c.b. temporarily on plastic
stand-off insulators. You may wish to mark
the position of preset VR I on the side of the
box so that a hole may be drilled to allow it
to be adjusted more easily.

Measure the position of the Ur. "win-
dow" (top surface) and mark this on the lid
of the box. Drill a clearance hole for it.
With the lid in place, and the I.d.r. protrud-
ing. measure how much the end leads need
to be shortened so that the window will be
level with the face of the box.

Remove the p.c.b. and adjust the I.d.r.
soldered joints to give the correct clear-
ance. It would be a good idea to leave the
leads a little on the long side because they
can be bent slightly at the end to make
small adjustments to the height.

Positioning of components and circuit board inside the prototype case. Note the
l.d.r. window-hole' and Reset switch position in the lid. -The space to the right of the
p.c.b. is for the battery holder.

Drill a hole in the lid for the Reset switch
and attach it. Solder the switch wires lead-
ing front the p.c.b. to its terminals. Drill the
hole for VR I adjustment if this is needed.
Shortening the buzzer wires as necessary.
solder them hack to the p.c.b. pads. Insert
the i.c.s again taking precautions against
static charge build-up.

Mount the p.c.b. and attach the buzzer
using a pair of long, thin bolls. Do not for-
get to remove any tape which was used to
reduce the sound output, during testing,
before attaching it. Insert the AA cells and
secure the battery holder to the base of the
box using a small bracket if necessary.

Place the lid temporarily in position but
do not secure it yet. Adjust the I.d.r. end
leads as necessary so that the window is
level with the top face of the box (see pho-
tograph). Take care that they cannot touch
one another and cause a short-circuit.

FINAL CHECKS
Test the circuit under real conditions. Try

the unit in different positions in the loft to
find the best one. Leave preset VR I adjust-
ed as far clockwise as you can las viewed
from the top edge of the p.c.b.) consistent
with correct operation. When satisfied with
the performance. secure the lid.

Check that the sound can be heard
below the unit when the loft hatch is

closed. You could remove a small amount
of roof insulation front around the case to
allow the sound to pass through more effi-
ciently but this was not found necessary
with the prototype.

It is suggested that the unit be allowed to
sound every now and again to check the
efficiency. When the butter can no longer
be heard as it should. the batteries should
he replaced. 0

DON'T BE FROZEN OUT - ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!

rt FLASHING SNOWMAN FROST ALERT

PLUS - SCRATCH BLANKER - A "Spin Doctor" for your Vinyls
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I I

ELECTRONICS
11111 1111111111111

NEWSAGENTS ORDER FORM
Please reserve/deliver a copy of Everyday

Practical Electronics/ET1 for me each month

Signed

Name and Address

Post Code

Everyday Practical ElectronicsET1 is published on the last Friday of each month and distributed S.O.R. by COMAG
Make sure of your copy of EPE each month - cut out or photostat this form, fill it in and hand It to your newsagent.
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Completed circuit board showing the lour link
wires and the op. amp C2 mounted in its holder.

made in the case. Most moving coil meters
require a 38mm round mounting hole and
the easiest way of making this is to use an
adjustable hole cutter (also known as a
"tank- cutter), and these are available from
many DIY superstores.

Alternatively, it can be cut using a fret -
saw. coping saw, or miniature round file
such as an "Abrafile. Another method
would be to mark out the cutout. drill a
series of small holes just inside this mark
and then "join -up" the holes to form the

required cutout. With any of these
methods it is advisable to cut just
inside the perimeter of the
required cutout, and then enlarge
it to precisely the required sue
using a large round file.

Four smaller i 3mm dial mount-
ing holes are also required. The
positions of these are easily Itx:ated
as they are at the corners of a 32
millimetre square having the same
centre as the main cutout.

INTERWIRING
The hard sk inng is reasonably

straightforward. SKI is a 3.5mm
jack socket, and most sockets of
this type have a built-in switch
that is not required in this applica-
tion. Accordingly. one tag of SK I
is left unconnected.

The Hall sensor (ICI) is
mounted externally and connect-
ed to the main unit by way of a
piece of twin -screened cable
about 0.5 metres or so in length.
An entrance hole for the cable
must be drilled at a strategic point
in the case, and if a metal case is

used the hole should be fitted with a grom-
met to protect the cable. The screen is used
to carry the ground (0V) connection.

Rather confusingly, the plastic encapsu-
lation of the UGN3503U Hall effect sensor
chip seems to be completely symmetrical.
The only way of identifying the three leads
is to use the type number on the body of
the device as a reference point. see Fig.5.

Connect the sensor to the screened lead
and use insulation tape or Nice% ing to

ensure that the soldered joints cannot short-
circuit together. The sensor w ill he neater if
it is built into a probe, based on an old pen
for example, but this is not essential.

TESTING
When the unit is first switched on it is

likely that the meter will be driven fully
positive or negatise. With careful adjust-
ment of Balance control VRI it should be
possible to zero the meter. and placing the
probe near any magnetised object should
then produce a suitable response from the
meter.

The meter movement itself contains a
permanent magnet, and placing the probe
near this should produce full-scale deflec-
tion of the meter. Placing the opposite face
of the probe near the meter should then
produce full-scale deflection in the oppo-
site direction.

As explained previously. applying the
pole of a magnet to one of the four smaller
surfaces of the sensor will not produce a
significant output signal. In use the orienta-
tion of 'the sensor should therefore be
adjtisted to maximise the meter reading.

Placing the probe against the power
cable of virtually any mains powered
device that is switched on should produce a
50117 "hum- from the earphone.
Alternating fields will not produce an indi-
cation from the meter because the meter
will register the average field strength. This
will normally be 7cro due to the opposite
poles in the signal cancelling out one
another.

The circuit is reasonably stable, but
occasional readjustment of VRI will be
required.

SHOP ---11 TALK
with David Barrington

PIC Micro -Probe
The component listing for me PIC Mrcro-Probe calls for a piece of c.

holder' type strgboard. with a central channel, devoid of copper. running
across the copper tracks. This will cost you around £5. but for Just under £2
you can use a rd and cut away the copper tracks as
necessary. The rest of the components shou'd be readily available.

The PIC used in tits protect oe Inc 10.1.Hz version For those who
want a "p'ug..n and go- preprogrammed PiC16F84 one .5 ava1able from
Magenta Electronics is 01283 565435 or MO: magenla2000.co.uln for
the inclus4.* puce of £5.90 (overseas readers add El for pos'age. For those
who wish to program their own PICs. the software is ava ,actra from the
Editorial Offices on a 3.5in PC-compatite disk. see EPE PCB Service page
937 If you a -e an Internet user. it can be downeaded Free orn our FTP she
hp: ftp.opomag.wlmborne.co.uk pubs PICS microprobe

Magnetic Field Detector - Starter Project
Just a cape of po -g pixy- is of components forme Magnetic

Fed Defector, this none, s sta-ter peer. The firSICOnCerhS the 100iiA 'centre
zero meter, some readers may has, difficuly in Iccatng one The meter used in
the prototype came from Sampan (it 01702 554000. code RW98G

If you have trout* tracking down the UGN3503U Hall effect sensor the
above company kat one as order code GX09K. They also supplied the OP77G
precision op amp. code ULO5F. The alternative TL071CP low -noise op amp
should be stocked by most of our component advertisers

Glnormous Stopwatch - Giant Display
Ths month we compete the Stopwatch protect with the cOnstruction of a

Gant Oval aspay module. Most of the component supply 'tugs' were
ironed out last month.

The high voltage 4N25 coo-cotow. code AV44. and the ULN2003 Darlington
array, code AD938. are listed by Maple The BD681 Darington transistor maybe
hard to find. but the suggested alternatr.e TIP141 and TIP142 shoud be readily
wahine. Nose the diffenng prions for the TIP devices (Fg 2 lag month).

Ready programmed PICs are available from the author for the sum Of £10
each (lo- either Ihe ()splay module or Slopmith) or £50 for six WI any oacriana-
ton, with free postage to anywhere in me world. Payments should be made out
to N. Slojadnovic. HaE-mail address is: viadkningu030rionemetau or
writs b: 11k. N. Stolecilnovic. PO Box 320. Woden ACT, 2606, Australia.

A programmed PIC16C54 is also available from Magenta Electronics (it
01283 565435 of http.wmagenta2000.eckuk) for the inclusive price of £5.90
(overseas readers add CI for postage). For those who wish to program they

own PICs. the software is avadabe from the &Menai Offices on a 3:5in . PC -
compatible disk. see EPE PCB Sennce page If you are an Internet user, it
can be downloaded Free from our FTP site

Itptrittpapemegiwimbomcco.uk pubs PICS stopwatch
The two printed brewt boards are available from the ERE PCEI Servce.

code 247 (Digit) and 248 iPort Corn.).

Loft Guard
Most of the components catred-up for the Lob Guard protect shOuld be

readily available from your usual supplier. The only problems that are likely to
crop up may be find ng the high value resistors

The owl', 100 megohm resistor 0371 was only found listed under the 'cer-
met film' range stocked by Eliecfrontalt (19 01536 204555 or RS
http:Wswww.con). Quote code 158-222. As the ante points out. you could
use three 33 megohm resistors On series): the pcb 5 also designed to
accept mese- This resistor (33M) came from tne Moulin 'nigh voltage' metal
film range. order code V331.4

Note that to make up the 20 megohm resistor (RIO) you AA need two 10
map types Once organ. the 'MOOS' peal have been included on inepcb

The lest mentioned company also suppled the miniature ight-cleponclent resis-
tor dr.), code AZ83E and Me Itch power vanity banor, code FK84F.
Asmoup most el cis oxiborionts advertisers should be We to ono someew'ig
sin tar. you mulct d course. use the good old standard ORP12 I dr. if you wish

Even though the semiconductors are specific versions, they should be in
plentiful supply. The p C b is avalabe from the EPE PCB Service. code 249.

Teach -in 2000
yOU nave only lust pit-ed up on our new. Teach -In 2000 serves with this

issue. and berg a newcomer to electronics. you may feel a bit apprehensrre
about Ordering the various parts for the demonstration 'Pei -erases' Fear not.
some of advertisers have put together component and hardware packs ape-
ciaity for the new series A few more will be added as the series progresses.
but we do not eirrect that to be until at least part seven

To date. part.cipat.ng advertsers are as follows and readers are advised to
contact trern roe more de'w's

ESR Electronic Components (ft 0191 251 4363 C web
flip: vnvw.esr.co.uln Hardwararrools and Comocre7ts Paz..

Magenta Electronics (le 01283 565435 or hap: wbvbv.magenta2000.
co.uk - _ - and Components Kit 879

FML Electronics IV 01677425840) - Basic Components Sets
N. R. Bardwen 0114 2552886) - Digital Multimeter special offer

PLEASE TAKE NOTE
Demister One -Shot Nov '99

Page 844 Fig 4. On the pc.b. competent layout diagram. the 'body' °Ones
Cl capacitors Cl and C2 should be transposed - see photograph at ot Papa
845. The eiectrolytic. sixrwri as a ord., shcaid connect to Me ICI pit 8 copper
track (*) and the common GNO track The actual annotaDom are correct

Even -day Practical ElectronicsIETI. December /999




